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Paul Westpheling Presented
Air Force Commendation Medal
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As new streets have been built,
old ones extended, and others
partially abandoned, confusion has
arisen in the street naming system
as well. Several thorough fares
bear two—or even three—names.
In some sections of town even
next-door neighbors will report
different names for their street.
One road runs around three sides
of a block and on farther one, and
uses the same set of house numbers all over again! Even intersecting streets sometimes have the
same name.
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Fulton. Fulton County, Kentucky, Thursday, July 14, 1960

South Fnlion Committee To Clear
Up Confusion In Streets, Numbers
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Kentucky's Gigantic Lake Building
Program Gets Off Ground Today

As a town grows. it usually folpossible using normal road_
Kentucky's gigantic lake building program got off extentsections
lows little or no plan making conHowever, lake proway
the ground today with the announcement by Governor jects not on a highway route, may
fusion inevitable. Realizing this
fact-of-life, the Bigger, Better, and
Bert Combs of a Lakes Development Committee, which be initiated on their own merits,
More Beautiful South Fulton Comwill evaluate and approve applications for lake locations instances cheaper than bridges.
mittee has decided to take the pro"If this program works—and I
and construction.
verbial bull by the horns and do
am convinced it will," Combs
confusthe
something to remedy
The committee is composed of J. 0. Matlick, Com- said, "there is hardly any limit to
The United States Air Force presented a commendation medal to ion situations that have arisen in
missioner of Conservation, Chairman; Earle C. Clem- the lakes we can build. Kentucky
Army Capt. Paul Weetphellng of Fulton In a special °cremes: kat the Tennessee half of town over
adal frees the years.
Thursday at Paducah. Weetpheling (left) received the
ents, Commissioner of Highways; Minor Clark, Commis- can become a leader in this field."
The committee said that each
AY representative, Major Robert C. Morrow for outstanding servile,
sioner of Fish and Wildlife Resources, and Ed Fox, Com- project, except those initiated by a
The effects of years of conluring recent Army-Air Form exercises in Puerto Rico. At the Sett
is Lt. Col. J. C. Dudley, cenunanding officer of the 439th Civil Affairs tinual growth have completely
of Parks.
state agency, must be sponsored by
The changes will, obviously, af- missioner
Oempany, of whir& Westpiretleg Is a member.
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a local group. Such local groups
new
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system of South Fulton, and much
Capt. Paul Westpheling, Fulton,
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connection
that
Legaugurated
$1,000,000 appropriated by the 1960
of the city is completely without
courts, city or towns, wildlife
an officer in the 439th Civil Afby
been
very
the
ready
fairs Company with headquarters the steady influx of newsmen. By house numbers. People looking for
islature at the request of the Governor. Money derived groups, soil conservation district
d 'affget. When
people they
In Paducah, Thursday night was his personal contributions to the specific addresses seldom know
from
new revenue, principally the sales tax, makes this boards of supervisors or water disto
Fulton
decicial
IS something
tricts. The sponsor must acquire
presented the Air Force Commen- achievement of doing public af- what new and unexpected trick to
fairs objective, Captain Westphel- expect from the old system, in about a similde Ordbiem it had last program possible, the Committee said.
and furnish rights of way and
dation Medal.
of
the
regidents
most
of
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year,
upon
credit
reflected
great
Mg
which numbers sometimes look as
must represent the
The medal was awarded because
The program contemplates
in connection with the building of easements and
streets whose names were changed
of his "meritorious achievement as himself and the Armed Forces of if each householder on the block
community in which the work is to
of
in
chain
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size
ranging
for
most
using
the
highways,
part,
were
very
the
&OW
With
new
had been asked to draw one from
Deputy Chief of the San Juan, the United States."
be located.
names and were glaci to see the from five to 300 acres, stretching the committee pointed out.
Capt. Westpheling is the owner- a hat. Anyone used to the orderly,
Pureto Rico Press Liaison Office,
The committee will make final
than
more
400
from
Kenmiles
the
Governor
Combs
described
the
of
end
confusion. They imOperation 'Big Slam/Puerto Pine' publisher of the Fulton County predictable systems of other cities
tucky's eastern border to the Mis- idea of using highways to create selection of suitable sites. All paron
Right
Pipe
Congested
Is really in for a rough time.
Joint Information Task Force. News.
sissippi river. The committee's at- lakes on a large scale as both revo- ticipating agencies will enter into
from 9 March 1980 to 22 March
tention has been called to some 25 lutionary and economical, because an agreement with the sponsor of
1960".
possible sites in Eastern Kentucky engineers can build darns in many these projects and this agreement
This was the operation in which
alone. No other state has a pro- fills as dams to impound the wa- will set forth the estimate of costs
thousands of troops were airlifted
gram of such magnitude.
ter. The Department of Highways to be shared by each party and the
into Puerto Rico and supplied by
The lakes will be for agricultur- will be responsible for the con- manner of maintaining the comair for two weeks.
al, recreational, municipal and in- struction within the limits of the pleted lake.
Mayor Robert C. Morrow, comdustrial uses. Construction will be highway right-of-way and to the
The committee announced that
manding officer of the 9583rd Air
the selection of projects for conReserve Squadron at Paducah,
sideration shall be in accordance
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with local possibilities and physiStreet,
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The citation further said:
the construction is proposed.
"Captain Westpheling, an Army next year with two new and prom- and worked up to co-managing throughout high school. She hasn't
Areas which do not now have
decided on a career, but the teachReserve Officer called to active ising newspaper "men" at the editor.
lakes and recreational facilities
duty specifically to participate in helm—Misses Karen Dublin and
As co-editors, Karen, a senior, ing profession holds a special atBy Wayne Andersen
supply and furnished information will be given a higher priority, the
this major airlift operation, dis- Kay Morris.
and Kay, a junior, will head a traction for her.
on proceedures and costs, but it committee said. Also to be consiThe
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last
soothers
For
students.
The two girls have certainly staff of from 30 to 35
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that
believe
firmly
year's
editor
and devotion to duty in effectively seen their business from a wide the first time Fulton High will
hall Monday night. the South more fully before voting on them. projects will be the benefits to
processing more than 400 news variety of angles. Karen having have a journalism department, un- Karen and Kay can and will carry Fulton city council studied proCouncilman Bob McKnight made Industry, municipalities, agriculpersonnel and distinguished visi- been a reporter in her sophomore der the direction of Mrs. C. R. on the high traditions of The Ken- posals of the Bigger, Better, and
a motion that "All sidewalks con- ture and recreation.
tors through the San Juan Press year and assistant feature editor, Bennett, to help with the produc- nel, and make the year one of More Beautiful South Fulton ComThe committee will review each
structed hereafter shall be not less
Liaison Office. His extensive pub- assistant news editor, and so-man- tion of the paper, previously an steady improvement. — Wayne mittee to remedy the confusion
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lic relations background proved to
now existing in the city's street district, and not less than four feet ment with the sponsor before work
Karen, the daughter of Mr. and •
naming and house numbering sys- wide in the residential district." It will be started. All applications
Mrs. W. E. Craddock, 408 Second
tems. A meeting of the committee was seconded and approved. The should be made to the CommisStreet has been quite active
was scheduled for Wednesday af- need for a sidewalk along Paschall sioner of Conservation.
around Fulton High, last year beternoon at 4, to work out solutions Street out as far as the .Seigel
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tary Membership and Classifica"I spend most of my spare time of the rifle slaying of Mrs. Ronelta percent of three-fourths of the
tions".
working around the house, listen- Henderson, Crutchfield Baptist architect's estimated cost of $20,President Fred Gibson announc000. The appropriation voted was
ing to the radio or television, or minister's wife.
ed that the program next week
writing silly little stories that I
A widely published report Fri- computed at the same rate, but
will be in charge of the new disCharles Thomas, who resigned
tear up," Karen reports. Her pres- day indicated that this was not the based on the city's estimate of
trict governor, W. T. Isaac of Dan$15,000. Any necessary adjust- recently as football and basketball
ent plans are to go to a nurses case.
ville, Ky. There will be a club asschool in Memphis after graduaIn it. Dr V. A. Jackson of Clin- ments are to be made at the com- coach at Fulton High School to
sembly next Tuesday night.
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result of "a bullet fired from a though he was the only bona-fide cording to an announcement made
dock of Clinton, Billy Harrison of berton. Jr., 21,2. They
Holland.
of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil E.
Leading the Kennel Staff is a (rifle in the hands of her husband, bidder on $3,000 wor't of building today by Supt. W. L.
Union City and Fred Heimlicher dren
Wolberton. Route I. Fulton, KenThomas was serected as princimaterials, an out-of-town firm had
urnably accidentally."
job that should come natural to
of Memphis.
tucky.
urday, Dr. Jackson said he been selected to receive orders for pal at a regular meeting of the
Kay Morris, having been class
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Thomas resigned his newly acdeath was arranged to work out a setand Carrni Page. a guest of Dewey Fulton and Mrs. Dalsey Bard and lic relations officer next year. She cause of Mrs. Henderson's
cepted job as coach at Tell City,
the late Mr. Bard of Fulton.
is a member of the Quill and "was a gunshot wound of the tlement of the issue.
Johnson.
A group of residents of Stovall immediately following the resignaScroll, National Honor Society, head at the hands of her husband."
He produced a carbon copy of Street appeared before the council tion of Ray Fleming as principal
Future Homemakers of America,
the coroner's report which con- to request that something be done of Carr Institute.
and Future Nurses Club.
At the meeting Monday night
From 8:00 to 4:00 on weekdays tained the statement without any about drainage problems in the
Kay does general secretarial work reference to the shooting being ac- area. The matter was turned over two other teachers were hired by
to Councilmen Matlock, Matthews, the city school board. They are
for Superintendent of Schools W. cidental.
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Kentuckians will have their first nonfeasance of public officers.
who will serve as math teacher for
the First Methodist Church, and report on the statement of the tion.
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ing in Frankfort on July 19.
Jernigan of Union City, an expert School and of Murray State Col- half years in Europe. He taught
swim when she gets a chance, and ed his wife.
constitution.
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adThe hearing will be conducted amendment of the
water
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advised
problems.
The minister told authorities
around home.
school last year in the Hopkins(10) Incompatibility of offices. also enjoys working
Pierce spent four years in the ville City Schools, teaching sevenditional treatment of the city's
by the Constitution Revision ComContinued on Page light
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man of the committee, said the
Miss Sandra Maddox of DyersCommittee is required by law to the holding of real estate.
burg, Tenn., will be the new
hold such hearings and to analyze
About 200 station attendants, 400- Math teacher at Fulton High
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lives
Washington, D. C., in meetings be- blistering heat, snowstorms, and recommendations from her former
To have two major stamp items issued simultane- tween
For the first time the powers of housework, lakes care of a lawn
California's U. S. Senator torrential rains. the Pony Express employers.
convenconstitutional
and a garden.
a Kentucky
ously in honor of a single event is rare—but, also, the William M. Gwin, chairman of the fulfilled its mail-carrying mission. She is the daughter of J. C.
conthe
If
limited.
tion have been
the Pony Senate Post Office and Post Roads In all, 308 cross-country runs Maddox, present superintendent of
She has five children. They new stamped commemorative envelope for
vention receives popular approval.
Ponof
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stamp- Committee, and William H. Russell were made for a total distance of the Dyersburg City School and
commemorative
are Mrs. Murray
Express win be the seventh such
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of the famous early American 66,000 miles, delivering 34,753 let- former superintendent of the
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East and West runs on April 3, 1860, between St. andRussell
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his partners would undertake er cover which fitted over the the baseball coach at Martin High
and Fowlks White of Whig°.
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the Union.
the fast horse relay mail system so Pony Express saddle. Mochilas had School.
She also has 14 grandchildren.
(3) Compensation of public ofJosteph and Sacramento, providMr. and Mrs. Thomas, as they
In addition to its practical ac- badly needed by the Government four pockets or "cantinas" for
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order
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Mrs. White is known to all her munication across the "Great observed, "the Pony Express was the Poney Express was organized less than 3 pounds. As the rider have rented the house on Second
persons entitled to act as Governchanged horses, he transferred the Street, where Mr. and Mrs. R. E.
American Desert" during 18 cruci- an inspiration of initiative and In a little more than 2 months.
or and the circumstances under younger hien& se
In all, 119 Poney Express sta- mochila quickly to the saddle of Hyland lived before moving to
The lovely lady will celebrate al months at the start of the Civil courage—a part of our Nation's
which the Governor is disqualified
her 93rd birthday Friday. How War, and playing a vital role in heritage which we should remem- tions were established including his new mount, and was off again their newly purchased home on
to act
Third Street.
some existing stagecoach stations. in about 2 minutes.
keeping East and West together in ber in these trying times."
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Misses Dublin And Morris,Co-Editors,
Are Two Very Talented Young Ladies

South Fulton Council Studies
Proposals Of BBB Committee

•

Norman Terry
Speaks Al Meet

Henderson
Case Report
Is Denied

Charles Thomas Named New
Principal Al Carr Institute Here

July 19 Is Date For First Public
Hearing On Constitution Revision
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Nation Marks Centennial Of The Pony Express

Lady Nearing 83
Gets First Hair Cut

ton and

an
A Colorful Description Of The Americ
ket — and think it's

What is an American, anyway?
He yells for the government to
balance the budget and then takes the
n
last dime he has to make the dow
payment on a car.
He whips the enemy nations and
then gives 'em the shirt off his back.
He yells for speed laws, that will
stop fast driving and then won't buy a
car if it can't make 100 miles an hour.
An American gets scared to death
aif we vote a billion dollars for educ
er
umb
cuc
a
as
cation, but he's cool
ng
when he finds out we're spendi
ksmo
for
year
a
ars
three billion doll
ing tobacco.
He gripes about the high prices of
still
things he has to buy but gripes
he
gs
thin
of
es
pric
more about the low
has to sell.
He knows the line-up of every
baseball team in the American and
National Leagues—and doesn't know
half the words in "The Star Spangled
Banner."
An American will get mad at his
wife for not running their home with
the efficiency of a hotel and he'll get
mad at the hotel for not operating like
a home.
He'll spend half a day looking for
vitamin pills to make him live longer,
then drive 90 miles an hour on slick
he
pavement to make up for the time
lost.
An American is a man who will
ing
fall out with his wife over her cook
swal
and
trip
ing
fish
and then go on a
and
fish
nt
bur
,
toes
pota
low half-fried
a
gritty creek water coffee made in

e Air
Latest In Thntly
announced

An airline rece
York to such
its schedules from New
Orleans and
cities as Atlanta, New
es interHouston. The schedule mak
esting reading:
jets
Flying the latest and fastest
er
fast
n
—which are reportedly eve
e
hav
ch
whi
than the 707's and DC-8's
for
ines
airl
been in use by American
rtisement
some time, the airline adve
k to the
Yor
New
listed schedules from
have
ld
wou
ch
following cities whi

rusty gallon buc
good.
An American will work hard on
town
a farm so he can move into
so he
ey
where he can make more mon
m.
can move back to the far
When an American is in his ofball,
fice he talks about baseball, foot the
at
out
is
he
n
or fishing, but whe
s
games or on the creek bank, he talk
.
about business
He is the only fellow in the world
car
who will pay 50 cents to park his
ch.
dwi
san
ent
25-c
a
eats
while he
An American likes to cuss his
government but gets fighting mad if a
foreigner does it.
We're the country that has more
food to eat than any other country in
the world and more diets to keep us
from eating it.
We're the most ambitious people
on earth, and we run from morning
until night to keep our earning power
up with our yearning power.
We're supposed to be the Most
civilized, Christian nation on earth
but still can't deliver payrolls without
an armored car.
In America we have more experts on marriage than any other
country in the world—and more divorces.
But we're still pretty nice folks.
Calling a person "a real American" is
the best compliment you can pay him.
Most of the world is itching for what
we have but they'll never have it until they start scratching for it the way
we did.
Mexico (Mo.) Evening Ledger

been considered make-believe only
fifteen or twenty years ago.
For example, the traveler could
leave New York for either Atlanta,
New Orleans or Houston, and arrive
in each city in less than a clock hour.
The new airlines schedules are
eye-opening. Were it not for the recent series of crashes, causing numerous deaths, it is not hard to envision
the end of railroad travel (for the
great majority) over trips of any distance.
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Turning Back The Clock—
July It. 1940
hter
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win J. Paxton Park in Paducah
,
officially opened on Thursday
July 18.
Ray Warren and Robert Graham are attending a furniture market in Chicago this week. They
were accompanied by Miss Ruth
in
Graham, who is visiting friends
Chicago and Gary, Ind.
Golfers of the Fulton Country
try
Club beat the Paducah Coun
at
Club team, 30 to 15 in a meet
the Paducah Country Club Sunday. Nanney was low scorer for
Fulton with 81 points.
Samuel
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Author of Parents. Children,
Facts of Life
Paulist Feature Service
Washington, 17, D. C.
ter
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and
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They work only
pleasures of life.
A life that seeks only recreation
No
becomes empty and meaningless.
ed
matter how much they may be envi
find
by others, the "idle rich" soon
flat.
that their lifes are listless and
lar
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They require ever more spec
.
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LEIWURE is njoyed most when it
us
relaxes iss from work and prepares
to
r
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in
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for work-to come. We
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work better—wi
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n
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min
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how often they play at things whi
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man is born to do a job in this worl
If we are to find happiness in our
work, our goal must be to produce
s
something of real value for ourselve
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS

the
and others. We can't be happy if
e
mak
"to
is
k
wor
our
only point to
in
e
valu
real
no
has
money." Money
itself. Look among your friends. Are
the ones who make the most, the happiest? Probably not. It's usually the
people who spend endless hours in
real service for others—the teachers
and nurses etc.—who are the happiest
in their work.
WHAT THEN is the meaning
and worth of work? By our work we
share in God's work of creation. Man,
and man alone, has been given the
ability to change and direct the universe in which he finds himself. It's
almost as though God deliberately left
His work unfinished so that we might
finish it with Him.
Our model for work is the Son of
!
God With His heavenly Father He
built the universe. As man He did the
_ primitive work of a carpenter. Later
He became a teacher of the people and
especially of the Apostles. Finally his
shoulders were weighted with the
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STRICTLY BUSINESS

of dates I have been as acwant to know what my ancestors matter
hed
attac
s
as is possible, so that my
name
te
es
cura
besid
were like
to a deed or will or mortgage. little private autobiography can
Some of them were great holders thus have a legal value If necesof land, "land poor," as was the
.,t
sary. Still, it is a slender view
word. But, so far as I know, none
time
my
what
or
like
I
was
what
of them had portraits painted, and
was like; but at least it is a start
they lived before M. Daguerre perrd understanding the strange
towa
me.
sche
ing
fected his picture-mak
of long ago, when they
days
old
the
what
Hence I do not know
ally become that.
liter
have
the
earlier ones looked like, and
stiff poses of later ones. with their
For those who can afford the
heads in clamps to hold them still, space and the care, there is always
certainly cannot represent the a chance to do some valuable
.
most real phases of their lives keeping rather than collecting by
Therefore, I want some writing, protecting and keeping clothes,
unposed, unplanned; a reminis- furniture, and bric-a-brac. Furnicence or two by some old-timer ture is sturdy and can stand many
would also help. But, for a large years of neglect in the attic.; but
precentage of my ancestors, and clothes are usually pretty fragile
yours, too, I suspect. we know and need more care. Some of us
very little and can imagine any- have moved around so much that
tons of
thing we please.
we had to reduce our
many valuable possesthus
s;
or
thing
big
ar
appe
to
With no desire
forhave gone the way of all
important, I have set down, for sions things. And the need for
n
gotte
my
along
the private consumption of
room as the children come
hdescendants, the few necessary
wort
but
less
price
a
many
causes
g
facts about the family; I have adlivin
A
cted.
negle
be
to
relic
ded a few extra pages that try to less
than a dead lion. I
r
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is
dog
were
tions
condi
show what living
a time
s suppose, but there comes
like and what quaint old time
great to have at
be
d
woul
it
when
by
ed
seem to have been, as view
least the Lion's skin.
me a whole lifetime later. In the

folks cll.
I have you know, that we
In talking with Mrs. Vancil, she
STAat THE NEWS and RADIO
that Gene informed her not
said
all
at
boss
a
TION WFUL haven't
his News expire, that he and
let
to
in
out
this week and next. Jo's
really enjoyed reading it.
ies
budd
the
California, as a delegate to
most of his.group were
said
Gene
Paul's
Democratic convention and
city boys and had never
they
hope
We
.
camp
said
away at Army
se small town paper before. He
have a wonderful time . , . 'cau
ly wait each week
hard
d
coul
they
do.
that's what we plan to
to read it. Now, isn't that nice.
for
Really, I'm just kidding,
all
ty
when the bosses are away we
In District 16 of Obion Coun
are
el
work harder than when they
John H. Adams, Ruben Kirnb
here.
and Charles 0. Toon have been
of. its
qualified as candidates for the
But, you know how it is . .
the
fice of Constable. Adams is
always fun, occasionally, to have
present Constable.
no boss around at all.

CAN YOU IMAGINE Christ
working merely in order to accumulate wealth? He Himself remarked,
"I am in your midst as He who serves." And so greatly did Christ's work
transform the world that we date all
the agOs as before or after His birth.
Christ now lets us share in His
work. How? When we direct our work
to God. God has promised to reward
with happiness in heaven the work
we do for live of Him.
Such WAS the spirit of the hod
carrier who carried heavy stones on
his back. While a mason and a stone
carver complained of their toil, he
seemed to work with a quiet smile.
When they asked him why he seemed
so happy, he answered,"I am building
a cathedral for the living God!"
His faith looked beyond his own
labor to the great work for God's
glory in which he had a share.

If there's any of you who have
time on your hands, drop by THE
help
NEWS office and we'll let you
us on some big printing jobs.
There's never a dull moment
there's always
around here. .
s
printing and more printing. That'
what makes the boss happy, tho—
.
so, guess its a good thing to have

We are glad to have as our
Mrs.
neighbors on Carr Street,
Virginia Austin and her three sons.
nia.
Welcome to Carr Street, Virgi
iew
Hillv
at
e
nurs
a
is
in
Aust
Mrs.
Hospital and recently returaed
here from Texas.

Gene Vancil has returned to the
564th Air Force Band at Langley
Air Force Base, Virginia, after
spending two weeks here with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Finis Van-

We are glad to see that Wick
Smith, popular local insurance and
real estate agent, has returned
a
home and to work, after being
in
patient in the Veterans Hospital
Memphis. We are glad to have you
home, br.eit.

TIDBITS
"ERE IT PASSES"
barefoot
Whittier wishes that his
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So
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acelf
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warning and
hesitate
cordingly" that I almost
it is a
to write this essay. But
ation to
plea to the younger gener
museum
take care to preserve, in a
things
the
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some
,
attic
or in the
er of
that will show what mann
strange
people were around in the
today,
old 1950's. Many writers of
e for
and not just fellows who writ
yever
ing
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are
it,
of
the fun
the
body to keep some records, for
deInformation it may give the
rical
scendants and for the histo
Here is
accuracy it may also give.
ng at.
drivi
am
I
what
of
le
a samp
age
My folks were just good aver
who
immigrants,
Scotch-Irish
le of
came to America in the midd
North
the 1700's. They settled in
, the
Carolina, and then, later
into
younger generation moved on
1760
what is now Tennessee. Now,

is not far back at all, but there are
e
pitifully few documents to prov
can
it
gh
thou
said,
what I have
be proved. They, like lots of other
pioneers, were apparently too
busy to set things down or to write
letters showing the family history.
What I would give for a letter
from one of the earliest of the
p
Wilson chin to one of the grou
back hornet And how I would
en
cherish even a small letter writt
back from Middle Tennessee in
the 1780's to the old folks back at
Charlotte, North Carolina! There is
some evidence that several of the
clan had, for that time, a fair education; therefore, they could have
written and maybe did write, but
where are their letters? One faded
letter would be worth more than
a month's rustling around among
courthouse documents to see whether this or that one of the family
bought a piece of land or sold one.
I am not belittling documents as
such, for they are priceless, but I

Yo!i'll be money and
miles ahead
...with an ELECTRIC Home Freezer
Yes, you'll save miles of
-/hopping steps ... you
can use your home (realer as a food warehouse
or as a frozen-food pantry. You can draw upon
it daily and replenish it
with good buys of the
season ... store cooked
foods and baked goods
which you prepare in
quantity, and use them
at your convenience. An
electric home freezer is the
modern way to save time ... save
food ... save money.

tor-freerw
Or e combisation Aar* refripre
Ws a freezer! Ws a refrigerator!
All in one space-saving unit
A double-duty, electric refrigerator-freezer conserves
food, time, and money.
Keeps food safely for
day-to-day use in the
roomy refrigerator with
.
the time-saving selfdefroster. Stores
week's supply of food
in the big freezer cornpartment—ready for use
anytime. Saves many

a last-minute dash to
the store Many models
have automatic defrosting in the freezer compartment, too.
... electric is the better way.
Remember.
appliance dealer soon.
ric
elect
See any
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Miss Robinson Announces Her
Final Plans For Wedding July 17

VIOSPNI

Miss Dianne Robinson, daughters ding vows July
17 in the sanctuary
of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Lock Rob- of the First Methodis
t church.
bison of Union City, and Robert
The Rev. James D. Jenkins, pasElliott Cursey, son of Mr. and tor of the
church, will officiate at
Mrs. Thomas Fletcher Cursey of the double ring
ceremony at four
Fulton, plan to pledge their wed- in the afternoo
n. Music will be
presented by Mrs. Robert Cultra,
organist, and Mrs. Marion Reithel,
vocalist.
Miss Robinson, who will oe given in marriage by her fatter, will
All types of Insara.nes
nave her sister, Miss Caroline
Robinson, as maid of honor and
SAVE ! GET our
wily attendant.
Jerry Cursey of Fulton will
PACKAGE DEAL
serve his brother as best man.
Ushers will be Billy Don Cherry of
'Covering everything'
Fulton and Bob Chambers.
No formal invitations to the
422 Lake /IL
wedding are being sent but friends
Fulton. Ry.
Phone 4461 and relatives of the couple are
invited to attend.

Dewey Johnson

The Whitnel Funeral Home
takes pleasure in announcing that
MR. STANLEY HOPKINS
has joined its staff.
404 Eddings St.

TeL U

Fulton. Ky.

Plenty on hand! The price is right!

AMMONIA NITRATE AND
NITRATE OF SODA

1

for side-dressing you cora.
There is plenty of time yell. plaid cam
See u for US-13 Faak's and Stall's.

A. C. BUTTS It SONS

East State Line
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Carlisle - Hayes
Wedding July 23
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OUR GREAT NEED

Miss Neill Is
Assigned To Area

The engagement of a student
and former student of the University of Tennessee Martin Branch
is announced today by Mr. and
Mrs. Troy 0. Carlisle, of 749 Holly,
Memphis. Their daughter, Miss
Mary Lou Carlisle, will became
the bride of Joe Wayne Hayes of
Martin, Tenn., July 23. The wedding will be at National Baptist
Church in Memphis.
Miss Carlisle was graduated
from McKenzie High School in
McKenzie, Tenn. She attended
Martin Branch of the University
of Tennessee and was graduated
from the University in Knoxville
with a bachelor of science degree
in home economics. Afterwards
she attended the Merrill-Palmer
School of Family Living in Detroit,
Mich.
The bride-elect is a member of
Omicron Nu, honorary society, and
Phi Kappa Phi, honorary fraternity. She was employed with the
Shelby County Board of Education as a home economics teacher
at Bartlett High School for
the
past two years.
Mr. Hayes is the son of Mrs.
Earl M. Knepp of Martin, and
the
late Isham G. Hayes of Bells,
Tenn. He was graduated from
the
high school in Bells. Tenn., and
is
a student in the department
of
agriculture at Martin Branch of
UT where he is active in a
number of clubs and campus projects.
He is a former employee of
SearsRoebuck and Co. in Memphis.
Miss Carlisle is a former Fulton
girl. She attended grade school
at
South Fulton and is the granddaughter of the late G. W. (Will)
Ftobey and wife, Eddie Conner
Robey of Fulton. Her paternal
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. H.
C. Carlisle

What is one great need in
American Rural Life today? We
ask this question many times and
get many different answers. It is
strange but the economic problems
of farm surpluses and low prices
for our products are not often
mentioned when we really think
seriously of what we need most.
Today farming is growing to be
big business, rather than just a
way of life. A new kind of need is
rapidly coming into the rural communities. It is the need of the
spirit of country living. We are becoming more and more engrossed
with the business of making more
material gains and comforts. Old
fashioned country virtues are disappearing and with them is going
the distinction between country
and city people.
Of course we are not going back
to the old kerosene lamp, the winter food supply stored in the cellar.
We can't give up the tractor in
favor of the team of mules or
horses. We can't turn the clock
back in farming methods. We will
have to review the old fashioned
virturee of the country and see
how they can be preserved and enjoyed in the modern rural community.
Poor spirit of country living can
be corrected by placing a new
emphasis on religious faith, and
on the spiritual qualities of good
neighbors, family cooperation, love
and cppreciation of nature and a
sense of responsibility in taking
care of the land and other gifts
entrusted to us by God. We all
"Sonny" Puckett, one of the
need to recognize that the enrichment of the spirit in rural com- Fulton area's most popular sermunity living must begin with the vice station operators, is holding
recognition of our gifts from na- an anniversary celebration on July
14, 15 and 16th to mark his tenth
ture.
One of the great stumbling year Of service to motorists at his
Service Station
blocks of our times is our tendency Standard
at
to measure everything we do by Fourth and Lake Streets.
The red carpet will really be
economic and material standards.
Our scientific knowledge of farm- out! There'll be beautiful tree
ing practices has multiplied our casseroles with the purchase of
productivity of farm products. We gasoline, free balloons and candy
could have some leisure time to for the children, when accomuse to enrich our spirit of country panied by an adult, and free drawliving, instead we tend to increase ing for door prizes—bicycle, barour material wants and try to find becue grill and patio set. No purways to increase our production to chase necessary to register for
match them. We are living in a door prizes.
stepped up race to produce more
Try "NEWS" Clamdfied Ads
so that we can consume more.
We worry these days about preserving old rural values amid the
bustling conditions of a new gen• Sae the Chevy Mystery Show in
eration. Since we cannot have and
probably would not want, the isolation and hard work of our forefathers, it is very important for us
to find out what was so good about
the 'good old days' and preserve
the best of them.

Packett's Service
-Station Celebrates

It's a wonderfully fresh, crisp, dressy, feel and look our expert
drNelerning gives your %ash 'n wear clothes. No stains. No
spots. No ssrinkles. No washing and ironing chore you've never
had before.

tem'

otorl

if

We keep the tailored-in fashion of your wash 'n wear clothes
alive and appealing.
As members of the National Institute of Drycleaning, we have
the latest information on the care of wash 'n wear fabrics.
Make sure your wash 'n wear clothes look better and last longer.
Call us today.

YOUR
CLEANER
IS YOUR
CLOTHES'
BEST
LITE
FRIEND

OK-PARISIAN

SOON.

LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS

NY
111111011 PA

E. State Line

Fulton, Ky.

Trooper Joe Ginn Involved
In 'Turn-About, Charges

Jury trials were schedulei Monday at Bowling Green for a State
Police trooper. a constable and a
deputy constable—each the victim
of the others' speeding tickets.
It happened like this:
State Trooper Joe Ginn cited
Constable Francis Wilson and
Deputy Constable E. H. Webster
Jr. on speeding charges recently.
They were driving in separate, unmarked cars and wore no uniforms.
Last Wednesday the two constables stopped Ginn's State Police
cruiser near the same spot on U. S.
31-W south of Bowling Green.
They charged him with speeding
and with refusing to show his operator's license
Magistrate Roy
McCormack,
who issued the warrants for Ginn
on the testimony of Wilson and
Webster, disqualified himself from

the hearing.
County Judge John M. Milliken
presided at the trials.
All three officers denied they
were exceeding the speed limit.
Ginn was formerly assigned to
the Fulton area in the First District.

TV REPAIR
All Makes and Models
•
MOTOROLA
Sales and Service
•

Wade Television
III Lake'St.

Phone 450[

Kentucky State Trooper
Career openings for positions as Kentucky State
Trooper. Benefits include retirement at age 55,
merit sytem and all equipment furnished.
Must be Kentucky resident, high school graduate, age 21 through 30, 5'9-1-2" tall without shoes.
weight at least 150 pounds and in proportion to
height, of good moral character, excellent physical
condition, and able to pass a series of written ex-

ABE STAYED THERE
In 1813, when Thomas Lincoln
was living on his Knob Creek
farm, a man destined to precede
his son, Abraham, in the Presidency stayed awhile at nearby
Elizabethtown. This was James
Buchanan Jr., who came to help
his father in a lawsuit. The younger Buchanan became the 15th
President of the U. S.

Apply at nearest Kentucky State Police Post or

write Kentucky State Police, Frankfort, Ky.

MORGAN'S CAVALRY
During the Civil War, Augusta,
Ky., was the scene of a battle between John Hunt Morgan's cavalry, led by Gen Basil Duke, and
Federal Home Guards under Col.
Joshua T Bradford. The victory
was Duke's, but he took a heavy
loss in officers and men.

Call Us To Save
Money On Repairs

Try "NEWS Classified Ads

Accurato
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

SERVICE
REPAIR

Watches. Moab and Vase
Pin... of AD Kiwis Leeslately Repaired at Lew Oest
IMP—•

A satisfied customer Is our
best testimeniaL That tc
why we give you fast efficient, technical service and
low rates on TV replan'. 11
all adds-up to saving you
looney!
Antennas Installed

Roper Television

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

306 Main Street

Phone 307

coke Sundays, NBC.TV.

FAMILY PUTS 2,000 MILES

II-MONTH ON CORVAIR
THINKS ITS MARVELOUS
GAS MILEAGE "OUT OF THIS WORLD"

Paul Malone, Fulton" colored
man, was bound over to the action
of the Grand Jury, at a hearing
before County Judge John Bondurant at Hickman Friday morning.
Malone is charged with the murder of his nephew, John Malone,
also of Fulton.
John Malone was shot to death
at the Malone home in Missionary
Bottom here on the night of July
1
Paul Malone, 58, was an employee of the Drive-In Liquor
Store here, and John Malone had
been employed by the City Drug
Co. up until a month prior to his
death.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Kalielin of Plant City, Florida,
couldn't be happier with the way their new Corvair has
worked out as a combination family and business car. On
their newspaper distribution route alone they travel more
than 400 miles a week over an kinds of roads. Little wonder
they're so pleased with the gas mileage they've been getting
—"at least twenty-three miles to the gallon with an automatic transmission . . . and we've had no trouble with
our Corvair." The Kahelins have equally good things to
say about Corvair's easy-going comfort and unique convenience features. They especially like the way the folddown seat doubles as a built-in baby sitter.

CIA!

DRIVE A CHEVY COEUR
FOR ECONOMICAL TRANSPORTATION

111'111,

$800
on your

r et) •

ter way.
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NOW TO TILL QUALITY DRYCLIANINO
• Clothes are clean, fresh and lintfree.
• Spots and stains •re removed when
safe to do so.
• Colors •r• bright and true.
• Crsssss are straight and sharp. No
wrinkles.
• Entire garment Is free from pocket,
seam, and button Impressions.
• Pleats are straight and hemlines even.
• Bows. ornaments and buttons, If
removed In cleaning, are replaced.
• Lapels and sleeves •re rolled, unless
creases were specified.
• Collar, shoulders and asicklin• are
r•molded to original fit.
• Customer Is notified If problems arise.
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Miss Lera Neill, R. N., formerly
of Milan, Tennessee, has been
nained Generalized Nursing Consultant in Western Kentucky for
the Kentucky State Department of
Health. Miss Ruth Spurrier, R. N.,
Director of the State Health Department's Division
of Public
Health Nursing, announced today
that Miss Neil will replace Mrs
Jane Richardson who retired earlier this year. As Nursing Consultant, Miss Neill will work with
public health nurses employed in
county health departments in the
western area of the State. She
will help them in planning and
carrying out public health nursing
activities.
Miss Neill received basic nurse's
training at St. Thomas Hospital,
Nashville, Tennessee. She specialized in public health at the George
Peabody College, Nashville, where
she earned the degrees of B. S. in
Public Health Nursing and M. A.
in Education.
Most recently Miss Neill has
been teaching public health in collegiate schools of nursing. She was
Assistant Professor, Public Health
Nursing, at Baylor University
School of Nursing, Dallas, Texas,
for two years, and for the past
year was on the faculty at Northwestern State College, Natchitoches, Louisiana.

Malone Bound
Over To Jury
Feel good,look good ...
in drycleaned wash 'n wear

3

Phone 130

See Our Listing In The July Dith Issue Of
The Saturday Evening Post!

SIGNATURE
AUTOMOBILE
FURNITURE
Choose the plan to best
fit your needs. Every.
thing held in strict confidence. High payments
reduced. Come in—or
phone for quickest
service.

Fulton Loan Co.
204 MAIN ST.
PHONN 661i

Corvair 700 4-Door Sedan

If you haven't driven it yet, you don't know what a
delight driving can be. Its steering, response, traction
and roadability are unique because it's a unique car
— the only U.S. car with an air-cooled airplane-type
rear engine, transaxle and independent suspension
at all four wheels. Be in on the know.
Find out what delightful differences
this advanced design makes.
IN MON INIVIMAAN

AEZI.

See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for economical transportaticm

TAYLOR CHEVROLET--BUICK,INC.
104 East Fourth Street

Adios

Phones 311.00

1
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The News reports your - -

Breeders Assoc.
To Have Annual
Meeting Here

Nothing To sneeze At!

VIEW HOSPITAL
The following persons were pati- HILL
Wedhere
als
hospit
local
Geddings, Mrs. Lewis
in
Chuck
ents
Holly, Mrs. Virginia Austin, Mrs.
nesday morning.
Harry Wallace all of Fulton; Mr.
The Jackson Purchase Artificial
and Mrs. Clyde Jackson of Water
Breeders Association composed of FULTON HOSPITAL
; Leon Jones, Jr. of Cayce;
cattlemen from Fulton, Hickman,
s, Mrs. Etta Wade, Valley
d
Mullin
Arnol
Mrs. Virgil Rowland of Detroit;
Carlisle, and Obion counties will
Horan, Mrs.
Ben Cunningham of Harrobsburg,
hold their annual meeting at the Mrs. Verter Freem
, Mrs. Cantie Felts, Mrs. Ky.
Fulton City Park next Wednes- ace Reams
and Mrs. C. E.
day, July 20th, according to Albert Venita Worley, Mr.
Weeks, Mrs. Essie Bransford, John
Moss, President of the group.
Baucom, Fred Wells, Mrs. James
Try "NEWS" Classified Ads
The Fulton Chamber of ComPruiett, Barney Speight, Charlene
merce Agricultural Committee will
Pulley, Mrs. Fred Gibson, Mrs.
sponsor a diary show at 1:00 P. M. Mike Fry all of Fulton; Mrs. Malfor Brown Swiss, Guernsey, Jervin Evans and Jacqueline Dew of
sey, and Holstein females that
Union City; Mrs. Randell Yates of
The
A.
R.
A.
have been bred by K.
ah; Rieley Alexander of
Paduc
show committee is composed of
Mrs. Leon Wright and
n;
Marti
Dewey Johnson, Chairman of the Mrs. Fred Moore of Clinton; Mrs,
Fulton Chamber of Commerce
Jim Holcombe. Mrs. Fred Clark
Agricultural Committee, along and N. B. Hubbard of Hickman;
with Joe Campbell and Marion
Mrs. Irene Vaughn of Wing°.
Champion.
Everyone is invited to attend the JONES HOSPITAL
show to see the progress that is
a
erk "
Mrs. Nora Nichols, Mrs. Cleo Mew deers esposseir
being made locally in improving
and limy Tirms
Mrs.
n
Parks,
,
Hermo
Mrs.
Burke
dairy cattle.
Minnie Henderson, Mrs. R. E. BENNETT ELECTRIC
Try "NEWS" ClassUied Ads
Swift. Mrs. J. A. Bransfield, Cur-

-

Diary of Doin's
Fulton's merryway
(Items gathered along
your scrapbook)
for your pleasure and

1

HOSPITAL NEWS

tis Hancock, Jr.. and Eva Ruth
Vaughn all of Fulton; Mrs. Opal
Pounds of Martin, Jack Burns of
Wingo.
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and John Sherman Cooper 0)
ia.
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KASNOW'S....

Mrs. Nall Speaks
To Lions Club

July CLEARANCE

Waterfield
Disclaims
Cards,Signs

$6.98 Ladies Summer Shoes

$4.98 & $3.98 Ladies Summer Sandals

$2.99 Ladies Summer Sandals & Flats
$2.98 Children's White Shoes

-

$8.95 to $10.95 Men's Shoes

$10.98 Ladies Summer Dresses

$9.98 & $8.98 Ladies Summer Dresses

STAILITE

$6.98 & $5.98 Ladies Summer Dresses

$5.98 & $4.98 Skirt & Blouse Separates
$2.98 Ladies Skirts

$1.98 Short Sleeve Blouses

McConnell Church
To Have Revival

$8.98 to $14.98 Ladies Swim Suits
$2.98 Ladies Slips & Gowns

$1.98 Ladies Dacron-Nylon-Cotton Slip
$1.00 & $2.00 Costume Jewelry

SUMMER
CLEARANCE
SALE
The KIDDIE SHOP
PARK AVENUE

Beginning Tuesday, July 12, 9:00 A. M.
Girls' Clothing, Infants, through 14
One group Ship'N Shore Blouses,
$1.00
$2.50 value
Boy's Clothing,size through 8
All Swim Suits Drastically Reduced.
Don't Fail to See Our $1.00 and $1.98
Bargain Counter!

All Summer Merchandise Reduced
To Clear

$2.98 & $3.98 Children Dresses size 3 to 14
$14.95/fin's Summer Sport Coats

July Specials At

WADE'S USED STORE
Extra Nice Poster Bedroom Suite
3-Pc. Dining Room Suite
Reworked Living Room Suites
Good Used Living Room Suite

$54.95
$74.95
$79.95

Coffee

$12.50
$ I.50

from

and End Tables set, from
Table Lamps. from
Nice Corner Table
Odd Dresser
Odd Bedsteads, from
Wringer Type Washer
Nice Automatic Washer
High Back Rockers
Sewing Rockers
9x12 Rugs,from
Used Motors
Remnants of Rugs

$10.00
$ 7.50

$26.9511en's Summer Suits
$3.98 Men's Polished Cotton Slacks
$2.98 to $5.98 Men's & Boy's Shorts - - - $1.98 Boy's Knit & Sport Shirts, $1.59 ea.
$1.98 Men's Knit & Sport Shirts, $1.59 ea. -

$ 5.00
$37.50

$2.98 Men's Knit & Sport Shirts, $2.59 ea.

$49.95
$10.95

$1.98 Men's Straw Hats

$ 4.95
$ 5.95
$ 5.00
CE
PRI
%

$2.98 Men's Straw Hats

$3.99
$2.98
$1.99
$1.00
$8.98
$7.00
$6.00
$4.00
$4.00
S2.00
$1.50
1/3 Price
$1.98
$1.00
1/2 Price
1/2 Price
$10.00
$20.00
$2.98
1/3 Price
2 for $3.00
2 for $3.00
2for $5.00
$1.50
$1.98
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WADE'S USED STORE
s
"Trade with Wade and Save"-Easy Term
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P1101
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KASNOW'S DEPARTMENT STORE
Fulton, Ky.

Lake Street

COMFORTABLY AIR-CONDITIONED
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Happy, Harry
Lee May Be Foes
Hy BILL POWELL
Sun-Deaseeirist News Editor

Both A. B. (Happy) Chandler
and his old political ally, Harry
Lee Waterfield, apparently are
fourteen feet long) to be chucked running for governor of Kentucky
The Civil War Dar By Day
into mall bags. . . etc? Let Con- in 1963.
By William H. McHenry
. "said a ConChandler said in Los Angeles,
gress look into it
Fourth Week In Jane
(rename.
where he has gone as a DemoPolitics dominated the news that
In St. Louis, the NEWS came cratic National Convention canlast week in June -of 1860. Linout
for Bell and Everett, bolting didate, that he will make the race.
since
long
had
coin and Hamlin
He said he would do so on a
party.
Lincoln
the
Republibeen nominated by the
Men from the North had voted "repeal-the-sales-tax" pledge.
cans at.their Chicago Convention.
Chandler already had been adA new party calling themselves with the Southern Democrats.
the Constitutional Unionists had Massachusetts send 16 delegates to vertising himself as a candidate.
nominated Senaor Bell of Tennes- the Southern Convention, and His golf-cart, for example, bore
see and ex-Governor Everett of only 10 to the meeting of the the message: "ABC in '63".
Northern Democrats. California
Massachusetts.
Chandler said in Los Angeles:
The Democratic party had first and Oregon sent all their votes to
"I'll say we'll repeal the sales
met in Charleston. but the North- the Southern group. Kentucky had tax. We may have to put some
ern and the Southern sections had ten voting with the South, and form of sales tax back on but we'll
quarrelled. They met again in Missouri had two.
certainly get rid of the tax on neBaltimore, but in two sections.
31 of the New Yorkers voted for cessities."
The Northern Democrats nominat- Douglas. and 23 from Ohio. DougHalf of the new Kentucky sales
ed Douglas and Fitzpatric, and the las wound up with 194 14 electoral tax was imposed by constitutional
Southern Democrats nominated votes. Some states did not vote.
amendment in th last election.
Breckenridge and Lane.
No sooner were the Conventions The people voted it 'to give veterDemocratic
Both sections of the
over than the Nation beard of an- ans a bonus.
party called themselves the "Reg- other duel in
Most of the other half is going
Central& (It linuto
ulars."
either the fifth or the sixth within for a revamping of Kentucky's
Lincoln had been a nominee
• year. people were no longer schools system. Teachers are getlong enough for the press of the
Congressman ting raises up to $900 a year under
count.)
keeping
but
material,
gather
nation to
Smith of California had challenged the new revenue plan.
besome of that material was now
Chandler said the people "are
Congressman Nesbitt ef Illinois.
ing used for him. Signs were beanother year before the tired of these oppressive taxes."
was
It
ginning to appear over the nation
He said also that the handling
outbreak of the Civil War, and at
saying: "Tall Abe--Give him room this time there was much hope of the veteran bonus "has not
est
Abe-Hon
Long
stretch."
to
that all differences would be made the administration popular
Abe.", and "Abe the Giant Killer." patched up between the sections. with the soldiers or the people."
On June II, the INDIANAPOLIS A few powerful men, however,
Waterfield has not made a forSENTINEL said that Mid fence were dreaming of a new nation mal announcement about the race
rails were "being sold as those extending from the Potomac (or for governor in 1963 but has insplit by Lincoln . . . five were from the Mason-Dixon Line) to dicated he'll run.
shipped through the town from
Asked last week to comment on
Panama. One of these dreamers
Decatur, Illtnela. as these split by was William Walker, a native of cards being circulated regarding
Abe." -There will be." said the
him, Waterfield virtually declared
Nashville.
Sentinel Editor. "half a million
Walker had been • gold-miner, himself a candidate.
rails sold as beim split by Lincoln
The cards were circulated the
then a soldier of fortune. In 1853
this year."
day of the sales tax became effecof
a
had
led
he
regiment
soldiers
an
Illinois,
County,
In Sagainore
tive. They bore this message:
Abe Lincoln rail mid for le. In in an effort to capture lower "Don't Blame Me. I Voted For
of
the
Sonora.
state
and
California
Congress it was claimed that rails
lUrry Lee. Waiting for '83."
were being sent east "under Coe- He had failed, and American
Waterfield said he had nothing
'Tendons) ..frank!" "Are rails Courts had tried him for violat- to do with the cards but that they
the
In
ing
June
laws.
neutrality
he
twelve
from
were
(fence rails
of 1860, Walker left New Orleans "expressed my sentiments exactheaded for Nicaragua. (Walker
Previously, when he took himwould succeed in capturing that
country and becoming its ruler. self out of the race for the United
but within a few months, he would States Senate this year, Waterfield
indicated that he would run for
be-overthrown and killed.)
A Col. Mahoney. engaged in the the Senate in 1982 or the goverImportation of Jackasses (for the norship the following year.
Chandler predicted most of Gov.
Edd Ray Gwynn, 61. Crutchfield breeding of mules) had recently
farmer, was found dead in bed at landed seventeen at Charleston. Bert Combs' supporters--especialhis home Thursday morning.
"it is a great pity that they had ly those who voted for the sales
Mr. Gwynn had never married not arrived in time to lift up their tax-will be defeated and that
and lived with his brother and voices with their iliturious fellows, some won't even dare to run for
sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Guy but better late than never. It is reelection.
Chandler set no date for a forMitchell Gwynn at Crutchfield.
the intention of the owner to disHe was born Nov. 27, 1899 in ribute them throughout Fist Ten- mal announcement of his candiFulton County, where he had lived nessee. They will immediately dacy.
"I don't have to make any anall his life. He was the son of Sam Prove valuable additions to the
nouncements to the people of Kenand Ella Lien Gwynn.
settlers there."
tucky." Chandler said. "We underMr. Gwynn leaves, besides his
-stand each other."
brother, a nece, Mrs. Vera Jobe of
Chandler defeated Combs in
Clinton.
the Democratic gubernatorial priFuneral services were held Satmary of 1955. Four years later
urday at 2 p. m. at the Hornbeak
Combs defeated Lt. Gov. Harry
Funeral Home chapel. Burial was
in Rock Spring Cemetery.
Forty-one magistrates will be Lee Waterfield, who was backed
elected to the Obion County Court by Chandler.
when Obion countians ballot during the Aug. 4 general election.
Try 'NEWS" Ciasalfled Ads
The qualifying deadline expired
Thurmon Allen, 47. of Baton at midnight July 5, the election
in
OPEN WEEKDAYS- 11:4I
Rouge, La.. nephew of Mrs Ervin commission announced today,
Sheffer of South Fulton, died of releasing the names of those canSat.
a San. 1 P. M. UU 11 P. M.
appear
will
names
a heart attack while enroute to didates whose
"AM CONDITIONED"
on the ballots in the various diswork Tuesday.
He was the son of Mr. and tricts of the county.
District 16-Milton Counce has
Mrs. Herbert Allen of East St.
Louis, former residents of Dres- qualified for re-election asftouth
,L.Jol-PHONE 12 Fulton city magistrate.
den. Tenn.
He leaves, besides his parents, ley and H. E. Ream*: district inFRIDAY dit SATURDAY
his wife, three sons and a daugh- cumbents, have qualified, along
with R. J. "Jack" Lowe.
ter.
Doable Feature Program!

-

DEATHS

Edd Hay Gwynn

Magistrates
To Be Elected

Thurmon Allen

(

lb.

The Fulton City Board of Education is asking for
bids on the following items:
Milk for the school cafeteria: Must be delivered in half pints either in carton or bottle (bidder must specify which) and be grade
"A" . . . pasteurized, homogenized and of a
correct temperature. Last year the cafeteria
used 35,881 half pint bottles. . . Bid is to be
based on raw milk price and must be in the
hrAds of the local superintendent by July
18, 1960.
Oil for the furnace at Milton Elementary:
Fuel oil No. 2, delivered to school tank. Bid
basis is the posted tankwagon market, date
of delivery at Fulton, Kentucky, less the bidders discount per gallon quoted in terms of
cents. Last year we used 2816 gallons and
the winning bid was tank wagon price less
two cents. Bid must be in the hands of the
local superintendent by July 18, 1960.
The Fulton City Board of Education reserves the
right to reject any and all bids.

W.L. Holland

WHOLE lb.

33c

..........s.29c

moked Picnics

SUPER

fief ----- kk‘ 490
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o
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490
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ALL
;lie S

ALL GOOD SLICED

44
I Cod Fillets
490i
:111Bacon( )
3 U
Fish Sticks
!Oyster StewPkgs.
Canned Hams 8
L..790 1
Pork Chops
L.. 99°1
Cube Steaks
A kiwi
Value
Bologna :7=9" (7.2) L.. 49° I
Pork Sausage L7.°' 2 Tr I.
Stewing Chickensr 43°
Pkg.

Lb rao

Pkgs.

SOUTHERN STAR (Reedy To Serve)

U

Om
Lb. 559

BANANAS
LB 10`
LEMONS

MIND TM= IMIM WM SIM OMB TIM WM MOM I

3 85c I

Your Choic•

jag

amm somas mem mum mom mum moo mum Moe

own

WISCONSIN AGED

Swiss Cheese
Sliced
or Chunks

.LII.

519

1

Butte_ r
.91-0-151t
e
Cheese

Watermellons

Jane Parker 8-Inch

SILO

Blackberry Pie
Special
This Week

C
39

75c

•

- -

LG. SIZE ICE COLD

.••••••

Frozen Food
CAL-GROVE CONCENTRATE

6 590
6 890
P".190

s ALP CONCENTRATE
14.b.66$ I

Slime
Amer. - Pim.- Swim

(

39c

Lemonade
4 1 0range Juice
2.,"....90

Sunnyfield
Sweet Orson (salted)

A

Doz.

California

Ann Page PRESERVES SALE!
Strawberry (12-on.)Peed,(16-011-)
Pineapple (16-oa.)
Sees:Nem Nook Raspberry(1$em)

59./
Reg.

BID NOTICE

29c

CUT UP )
TRAY PACK

Cans

Jams Parker
Plain, Sugared
Or Cinnamon

Donuts
Bread
Square Cake

Of 12

16-0z.170
Loaf I

Jam Parker
Crooked Wheat
Jane Parker
Orange Or
PMeappie Imd

49°

IATW ELL

LUNCHEON MEAT

39g Grated Tuna 4 750
Swifts Prem
4..970 Tomato Juice 4 950
....Pineapple
Del Monte
Mugs & Bowls F51.3 29°
Can

AND
"Excitement AU The Way"

"OPERATION
AMSTERDAM"
SUNDAY ?MU.TUESDAY

ova

PBEIlie7SEATON
iewToc
un

ALP

JUICE DRINK

Grapefruit

Cans

For

Fruit Cocktail... 3 =65°
1 490
=.1,„4=
Sauce
Apple
89°
Nutley Margarine 6 LI::
GrapefruitJuice ALP 2:7:590
23*
Can.
3
Biscuits
Pork & Beans...31/4 29*
Whitehouse Milk.p
Stores
tood
Mayonnaise
Pixies Pride

JULY II
PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT..
INC.
THE CullaT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC WA COMPANY,

TaIl

°
9
7

6

Ann

Page

Special

••

Isaiah;
IITIFOROADON RISKIES.
ora/ur
Nallffila.uar mufti .1.111,

ILM1111

Zest Soap

Camay Soap

Ivory Soap

REGULAR SIZE

RATH SIZE

PERSONAL SIZE

a atm amp.

WEDNESDAY a THURSDAY

Aelilca S

4
Qt. 49

Offer

Bar. 29°

2

Sere 29°

ivory Liquid

DASH

DETERGENT

DETERGENT

12-0s. slot 22-0s. L.
Can 171
Coo

zoo

ES-Oz.
.1011

1170

a

6

Bars 41°

Spic & Span
CLEANER
16-01.
Sox

in

DIPITIDASLI 000

1

mil(miut 11E1 iis•

Premium Dux

23-0x. Box
421/2-0x. Box

55c
.97c

Mr. Clean
ALL-PURPOSE CLEANER
150a. 4,70
Sot. J

NEW DIVISION
We have complete stocks
plots showing up yellow on outer
will
n,
of
Lexingto
sign
Gayle,
definite
Coburn
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edge of leaves, a
potash deficiency. Signs are being
head Kentucky's new Pest and
erected at several locations. A
Noxious Weed Control Division in
county tour of test plots is planned
for HOME and FARM
the
State Department of Agriculfor the first week in August. This
the
by
Machines
created
division,
The
ture.
should be a very interesting day
THE NEWS
ure, will direct a
supplied
Legislat
IOW
ion.
Mir:irritat
Joilowing
question
the
the
(Rd's note:
for those asking
ELECTRIC
agricultural
Johnson Grass control program, BENNETT
by the USDA, ASC, nearby County Avesta and
Consulting engineers employed
"Does it pay to fertilize soybeans"?
stveNara M tho
conProgrea
pest
to
and
interest
termite
the
FULTON
special
enforce
of
be
will
agencies
PHONE 7.01
by the state are at work planning
Some 50.000 acres planted in soytrol laws, operate the mosquito
hen-Tenn area):
and designing the proposed west
beans in Obion County this year.
spraying service and conduct a
Kentucky toll road.
Cotton looking better since
program of bee culture and apiary
Try'WM'S" Classified Ada
areas
in
y
especiall
except where excess water stood growth started,
Commissioner Earle management
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ANIMAL DISEASE CONTROL of Mr. and Mrs. Coy A. Matheny
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The Veterans of World War I or.
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ganizing Barracks in Kentucky.
John C. Reynolds, National Assistant Chief of Staff of the National
4 YEARS OLD
Complete Use
organization states that they want
organized in all towns
Also Available in 5-Year Bottled In Bond
Hearing Aid Batteries Barracks
where as many as 10 Buddys can
$1.50
Pints
Half
Fifths - $4.75 Pints - $2.95
meet and sign up for a Charter.
Per all makes of hearing aids!
Visit our Dearing Aid Depart.
Mr. Reynolds states that time
90 Psoof • Straight Bourbon Whiskey
hint at your first opportunity. has come that World War 1917 and
1918 Buddy" must organize and
4 Years Old
••••
CITY DRUG CO.
fight for the Pensions they deserve
7/
FERAM WALKER & SONS, INC., PEORIA, ILL.
Plisse
IN Lake Street
and that many bills are now before Congress for a pension of
$100.00 per month to those 82
,r '"IwnysysttypprnprIMMKK183008".1.MPIM'
r.r,
years of age.
Mr. Reynolds also states that
nlergrtate •4eith
gnebrf n even-rete for Kral.
membership is needed, and all
•
World War I veterans are invited
to Join. Supplies are furnished to
three who will organize Barracks
in their own counties. For information regarding organizing and
membership write John C. Reynolds. National Assistant Chief of
Staff, 209 Crescent Avenue, Covington, Kentucky.
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Farm News, Meetings, Events

I West Kentucky
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Designing Starts
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Hiram Walker
Quality
in a rich, true bourbon
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JULY CLEARANCE.SALE

SUMMER PIECE GOODS

Beg.49c, Now 3k
Reg.39c,Now 2k

Beg. 79c, Now 5Ic
Reg.*,Now 4k

LADIES DRESSES

Veterans Of World
War I, Organizing

ci

MS and $9.95 Now $7.00 $5.99 and $6.99 Now $5.00

LADIES SHORTS and JAMAICAS

Reg.$2.99, Now $2.38
Reg. $1.99, Now $1.59
Reg.$3.99, Now $3.18

LADIES SKIRTS

$3.99 and $2.99 Values now $1.99

Large Selection

Ladies and Children's

PLAT SHOES AND TENNIS OXFORDS
$1.00 Per PAIR

MR.FARMER
Save On
-FEEDS
40% Pork Booster Meal

- is the pavement that is not flexible
M2111
....gives maximum strength with minimum thickness!
Interstate System highways like

Kentucky's Route65 pictured here
call for a pavement that is solid
and unyielding.
Kentucky's highway department
chose concrete for this important
stretch ofInterstate System highway.
Necessity for multiple strata construction of 2 to 3 times greater total
depth was avoided.
Strength with minimum bulk is possible, of course, because concrete isn't
flexible. It supports traffic loads like
a beam. Pressures on the subgrade
stay permanently within safe limits.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
2, Ky.

KOS Comonentweelth
A nntronni orgonization to Improve
and extend the saes of concrete

And concrete's design efficiency assures low maintenance costs in years

ahead. In fact, maintenance costs will
be as much as 75% lower than for as- phalt. Only concrete enables engineers to design highways to last 50
years and more.
You can see why engineers and taxpayers agree that concrete is the
preferred pavement for heavy-duty
highways-especially on the new
Interstate System.

$4.55 Cwt.

HATS
MEN'S SUMMER DRESS STRAW
$3.95 Hats Now $3
$2.95 Hats Now $2
$4.95 Hats Now $4

MEN'S WHITE T

40% Pork Booster Pellets.

2For $1.00

$4.75 Cwt.

mom

Discount for Quantity
and Bags.
"A Feed for Every
Need"

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON
COOPERATIVE
Fulton, Kentucky
Phone 399
Central Ave.

Mil

Ms

A large selection of

16efr Co-Op Dairy Feed

$3.00 Cwt.

ONE

SUMER FLATS AND SANDALS
$3.99 Now $2.59
$1.99, Now $1.58
$2.99 Now $2.29
tStares
.
QUOIlAa
.
.11111111111V1111.
IIU
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hillilliIIM • Alli:11111ft
nAIM -10.11.1M111

Lake Street

Fulton. Sy.

31

two principal operations of FerryMorse Seed Company, will be under the direct management of the
corporate officer.
The week-long Dixie National
Mr. and Mrs. Grabill and son,
Gordon, 10, moved Saturday into Baton Twirling Institute held at
the residence owned by Mrs. Char- the University of Mississippi, Oxford, ended Friday with the
lotte Ivey on HiHerat Drive.
Rex Grabill, secretary of Ferrycrowning of winners in both the
arrived
has
Company,
Morse Seed
state contest and the Dixie Nationas
duties
his
in Fulton to assume
al Open contest.
Operations Manager of the FerrySome 650 participants from 25
Morse Packet Division here. He
Test answer shi s which were
succeeds George B. Smith, who is machine scored by the University states took part in the classes and
retiring, after 48 years with the of Kentucky Testing Service total- contests. Don Sartell, Janesville,
company. He started with D. M. ed 146,000 in 1958-59, a 67 per Wis., director of the institute
Ferry & Co.. in 1914.
cent increase over the preceding termed it "the best ever."
Sartell pointed out that young
The Packet Division, one of the fiscal year.
baton
people participating in
twirling made up the second largest youth group in the U. S., second to the Boy Scouts.

Girls Return From
Twirling Institute

Grabill Takes
Over Plant
Duties Here

"The popularity of baton twirling is easily explained when you
consider it is an individual activity which needs no expensive facilities or equipment. All a youngster
needs is a baton and a little space
in which to practice," Sartell said.
Among the participants in the
Dixie National Baton Twirling Institute from Kentucky are:
Fulton— Ophelia Speight. 303
Fourth St.; Sandra Williams, 116
Cedar; Elaine Beggs, 301 Pearl St.;
Martha DeMyer, 214 14th St., and
Sheri Elliott, 600 Third St.

July 15: LaVerne Thomas, July
Green, Ray Carver, Robert Wilkerson, Betty Jo Baucom; July 16.
Nell Graham, Mrs. Jessie Harris,
Ralph Neal Old. Jr., Jimmy Pruett,
Kathryn Smith, Melvin Merryman; July 17: Billy Grooms, Mrs.
Eldridge Grymes, Henry Cowan,
Shirley Rashid; July 18: Benny
Large, J. T. Willey, Mrs. George
Hardy; July 19: Kelly Reams, Anna Bell Burgess, Jerry McIntyre;
July 20: Peggy Wilhaucks, Ronald
Fowler, Mrs. Jim Cardwell, Richard Rucker. J. E. Tau, Jr., Billy
Wright, Anita Bowles, Lucene
Thompson; July 21: Bill Hancock,
Mrs. Sallie Bushart.

lisgarage
_

cottugi

... one you can't affor'
biggest paint value ever.
Eniss! Now at lowest cost you can give your home a spark m
exterior. Use Martiss-Senour -3000" for economy, beauty.
durability and protection. Covers most surfaces in one coat.

Here's the

Come in Now—Todayt Get This Great Value,
Plus Other Martin-Seneur Quality Products.
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JOHNSON COUNTY
CUSTER LIVED THERE
Gen George Custer lived at
Johnson County was named for
Elizabethtown, !Cy., before departThe prehistoric Indians of Costa ing for little Big Horn country Col. Richard M. Johnson, reputed
Rica lived for centuries in a "cul- and his disasterous battle with the slayer of the Indian Chief Tecumseh
tural backwoods" -- hundreds of Indians
years behind the times of their
highly civilized neighbors, the
Mayas, Aztecs, and Incas.
Dr. Michael D. Coe, assistant
professor of anthropology at the
University of Tenneessee, unearthed new evidence about the culture
of Costa Rica's earliest inhabitants
this winter while on an archaeological expedition for the Institute of Andean Research, Inc, of
New Torit'City. Dr. Coe has just
returned to his teaching post at
U-T
In the first scientific excavations in Costa Rica, Dr. Coe and
his party found evidence of InIN THE BAG—Artleles made
dian occupation of the Central
flour
feed
and
cotton
from
American country dating from
sacks — like She outfit this
about 500 B. C until the Spanish
pretty titian wears — will bag
conquest in the sixteenth century
-prizes for winners in the limo
National Cotton Dag Sewing
after Christ.
Contest, an event at 50 major
"The Costa Rica Indians never
inLocal
awards
U. S. fairs,
developed any kind of civilizaclude cask prizes and portable
tion," Dr. Coe said "They had no
aewing machines, and national
stone architecture, no cities like
winners win receive expensethe Mayas and Aztecs to the north,
paid vacations in Ifoll)wood.
Information on the contest is
and the Incas of Ecuador, Peru
National
available from the
and Bolivia to the south."
5906,
Box
F.
0.
Council,
Cotton
Dr. Coe found plenty of proof
Department H. Memphis U.
that the Costa Rican Indiana exTennessee.
celled in one thing—the making of
fine pottery."We dug up four tons
of broken pottery," he explained.
The Costa Rican cultural pattern
"reversed" the usual sequence of
"Prima to Perfsetion
Ii dian development in the re?fiiU years!"
n ainder of the New World, Dr.
Coe said. Contrary to the usual
STRAIGHT
12/411/01CY
Twenty-four Fulton boys will development from a hunting culSOURSOH VIHISKSY
for
18
July
morning
of
leave the
ture to a farming society, the
Colorado Springs, Colo., where Costa. Ricans, in more recent
they will participate in the fifth times, got more food from huntnational Boy Scout Jamboree.
ing than from farming.
More than 55,000 boys and men
Among the earlier relics were
are expected for the event, which grinding stones for corn. The later
will be held in celebration of the inhabitants left bone tools and de50th year of Boy Scouting in posits of shells and animal bones.
America.
An indication that the latest
In preparation for the real thing. Costa Rican Indians may have dethe local group camped last week- veloped some industry was found
end at the Boy Scout Reservation by Dr. Coe. In huge shell mounds
on Kentucky Lake, under simulat- unearthed by the U-T party were
large quantities of murex shells,
ed Jamboree conditions.
The local contingent will be part the mollusk which secretes a purof Troop 64, one of the two troops ple dye.
"This is the same 'Royal Purmaking up the Four Rivers Council group which .will be making the ple' used by the Romans," Dr. Coe
trip together. In addition to the said. "It indicates that these Indi24 Fulton boys, others in the ans may have been engaged in the
Troops 64 will be 12 boys from dye business."
"Your Bright Buy in
One of Dr. Coe's chief objectives
Mayfield and one from Union
Ught Bourbon!"
was to learn something about the
City.
Billy Johnson of Fulton will be ancient trade routes connecting
IGMTUOKY STRAIGHT
Scoutmaster of this troop and his the North and South American
MIOURBON WHiSKIV
assistants will be Thomas Exum, continents before Columbus disalso of Fulton, and Joe Morris covered the New World.
90 Proof
Finkle of Mayfield.
"We believe that most of the
1/2 Pint
Another Fultonian
will be trade between north and south
among the adults on the trip—vet- was by sea," the U-T anthropoeran Scouter Nelson Tripp who logist said, citing the scanty eviwill be attending as a regional dence of contact between the Costa
staff member.
Ricans and the more advanced
The return trip will begin at 7 civilizations of Mexico, Guatemala,
a. m. the morning of July 28, with Peru and Ecuador.
arrival in Fulton the afternoon of
Dr. Coe and his party, which
July 30.
included two U-T anthropology
Fulton boys who are Jamboree students, Fred
W. Fischer of
bound are as follows
Knoxville and Bennett Graham,
Greg
Williamson, Waymond Chattanooga, camped out near the
Hancock. Stuart Voelpel, Andy excavation sites during the three"That's right—no bits!"
Butgs, R. Paul Westpheling, Jimmy month period, sleeping in hamYates, Terry Willingham. Ronnie mocks under palm thatch shelters.
ICZNWOKY STRAIGHT
Homra, Charles Mark Allen, Bill Usually on weekends, Dr. Coe reSOURSON WHISK1Y
Hancock, Jim Hinkle, Harry Wil- turned by jeep to the provincial
liams, Glenn Exum, Jerry Elliott. capital of Liberia where Mrs. Coe
Danny McGuire, David Fry, Philip and their two sons, Nicholas, 3,
Putnam, Paul McClay. Barry and Andrew, 1, spent the winter.
Roper, Bill Elliott, Vyron Mitchell,
Jr., Ward Bushart, Tom Bushart, National
Farm Safety
and Barry Adtms.

(lienmorn
LABEL
SILVER

$1.50

Week Is Proclaimed

A spectacular water show, featuring "the Aquamaids" of Evansville, Indiana, has been booked
for the Willow Plunge Swimming
pool the night of July 23
The event was originally scheduled for July 6 but had to be postponed.
The show, featuring all kinds of
individual, group and team swimming, acrobatics and diving, will
be an exhibition calculated to
draw the interest of swimming
fans from throughout this area
and a large turnout is expected for
the evening.
The show will get underway at
8:00 p. m. In case of rain, the show
will be postponed until the following week.
Admission will be 75c for adults
and 50c for children.

National Farm Safety Week, beginning July 24, has been proclaimed by President Eisenhower.
In calling upon citizens to observe
the week the President called attention to "various individual,
regional and national farm safety
activities" which, he said, "have
proved their worth in reducing the
number of accidents which occur
on our farms."

"Where Perfectica of Product is Tradition"
GLENHORE DISTILLERIES CO., LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

Semi-Annual Statement

FIRST FEDERAL
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION
Phone 37
214 Main Street
Fulton, Kentucky
June 30, 1960
First Mortgage Loens
Pass Book LoanS

$

950,245.48

Savings Accounts

829,853.47

3,000.00

Investment Acct's.

593,900.00

25,375.97

Specific Reserves

11,121.16

Fed. Ins. Reserve
Advance Taxes dr Ins.

48,200.00

296,844.36
149,968.75
Other Bonds
15,600.00
Stock in Fed. Home Loan Bank
571.95
Furniture & Fixtures
104,321.27
Cash on Hand and in Banks

Uncollected Interest
Undivided Profits

2,091.49
115.23
60,646.43

is true and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
J. Z. FALL, JR., Secretary-Treasurer.
to before me, a Notary Public byi J. F.. Fall, Jr., June 30,
H. H. MURPHY, Notary Public.
My commission expires June 18, 1961.

SALESMAN WANTED: Are you
looking for a good part time or
full time income in Fulton? Many
Rawleigh Dealers earn $2.50 and
ALL KINDS OF KEYS made up per hour. Write Rawleigh's
while you wait Forrester's Dept. KYG - 1071 _ 26 Freeport,
Shoe Shop, 304 Main.
Illinois.
Office
un
uetu
BEkI
THE
FOR SALE: Farm located 3 miles
Furniture buy &&w -Walker. north of Fulton on black-topped
at
The
Butts
See James 'J.
576. 41 acres on
Co., road number
Caldwell
Harvey
milk routes. Conand
mail
school,
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
Francis, 1219
A.
R..
Mrs.
tact
Phone 674. We trade for your
Jackson, Paducah, Ky. Phone 444old equipment
7329.
—
s—
WASHERS,
MAYTAG
JUNE APPLES• large, $2.50 buand automate models, $1312.4111 shel. Homer Zopf, Dukedom Highand up. Sales and serreke. way near Oak Grove Church of
Bennett Electric, Phone 301.
Christ.

CLASSIFIED ADS

FOR

FOR PIPELINE MILKERS and
bulk tanks, see Southern States
Fulton Co-Operative, Central Avenue, South Fulton. Phone 299.
SEPTIC tank pumping: call C. D.
Thurman, Fulton, at 1379 before
7: am or after 4: (Saturday and
Sunday, any hour.)
WHITE OAK TIMBER WANTED
—We buy *kite oak stunding
limber, custom logs, customs
OEM and heading bolts. Contest us for prices and specifiesEOM. L. C. Engle, Buyer TeL
11-3165 Martin, Tenn- C. A.
Lewis, Buyer Tel. Chapel 71312 Mayfield, Ky.
TV ANTENNAS: We install—
tracie—repair and move.
our prices. We service all makes
TV. Phone 307. Roper Televiaion

Get

rust

nes-

WW1: Man sanding
euictric Mow polishWas andeleciric
er andlimmilatipe rimenftwecleanOx
VOMIUMEI

era

NOW is the time te get your
Typewriter and Adding Maenine Overhauled. See Cleo
Peeples, Service Manager of
The Harvey Calchnell Company, DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters, Phone 674.

HENDERSON—

ANSWERS

Page 8

(Continued from Peg. One/
the gun vent off accidentally as
he carried .t through the kitchen,
where his 33-year-old wife was
preparing supper while their two
children watched television in the
front room.
He said he had loaded the rifle
in the bedroom and was on his
way to practice shooting at a target.
Hickman Sheriff Curtis Vaughan also is investigating the
shooting.
He said he was doing so because
of the angle of the bullet.
He said it apparently "went in
high and straight."
Mrs. Henderson was shot behind
the left ear. The children said they
heard the shot and then a scream
by their father.
Dr. Jackson wrote the report
without holding an inquest.
He said any further action would
be up to the grand jury.

TO YOUR TAX

QUESTIONS
SCENT
BY WILLIAM E.
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Fulton, Union City Civitans
Have Join Induction Meeting

The newly formed South Fulton..
KENTUCKY'S COMMISSIONER OF REVENUE
FultonCivitan club, along with
A. Such events as plays, movies,
Q. Are professional services subthe Union City club, held a joint
non-participating sporting events
ject to the sales tax?
installation meeting for newly
A. No. Some examples of these or other such entertainment.
elected officers at Blue Bank motel
to
passes
y
complimentar
lawyers,
Q. Are
exempt services are
at Reelfoot Lake Tuesday night.
subject to the sales
architects, engineers and accotme- such
The affair was also ladles night
tax?
ants.
and dinner was family style with
purchased
is
ticket
if
the
Only
collect
A.
Q. Will motels and hotels
plenty of ham, chicken and fish.
to be given as a complimentary
the sales tax?
On hand to make the principal
pass. If the promoter or manager
A. Yes.
address and to install the new ofQ. If a person stays in a motel of the event distributes such passor hotel for a period of more than es, the tax does not apply.
90 consecutive days, does the tax
Q. If a show tours Kentucky and
FREE PARKING!
apply'
BBB COMMITrEE-is sponsored by local groups at
A. No. However, he will pay the each appearance. who must collect
(conommos from Peps osse)
tax for the first 90 days and re- and report the tax?
In the city be required to lay a
ceive a refund or credit at'the end
sidewalk conforming to the speciA. The person or group managof such a period. All charges for ing sales of admissions.
fications adopted.
lodging thereafter will be tax
In other action, the city counQ. Are admissions to high school
free.
cil considered various offers for
college athletic events taxand
Across From
Q. Are admissions for rides such able?
purchase of an additional adding
S.F.COMMITTEE—
as those operated by circuses and
machine or calculator for the city
Coca-Cola Plant
contimisa from Paae Ons
A. Such sales to students are not
amusement parks subject to the taxable if admissions were includ- tnediately adopted the new names clerk's office, authorized the order
sales tax?
Mack Ryan
ed in tuition or if sales were made themselves, and, except for a few indentification stickers for all
A. No.
direct by the school acting in its people who were a bit set in their Civil Defense cars, and voted to
Charles Stafford
own capacity and in advance of ways, most of them had soon all replace the damaged roof on the
water station.
scheduled event. All sales to the but forgotten the old names.
Wnen the committee completes
general public are taxable, sales
to students at the gate are also its study of the problems, it will
make it's recommendation to the
taxable.
city council for appropriate action
E. W. Bethel, a member of the
to eliminate all the present conFulton Police Department for a
DISOIRDERLY CONDUCT
number of years, has been named
A man and woman who register- fusion and show the progressive
deputy sheriff to serve this end ed as Lynn Matthews of South Ful- spirit of the City of South Fulton.
of the county. He will also con- ton and Thelma Brown of Detroit,
Democracy is based upon the
9:30
Phone TU 59404
Union City tinue his duties on the local police Mich., were arrested about
force.
Saturday night at Union City and conviction that there are extraMr. Bethel succeeds Billy West- charged with disorderly conduct ordinary possibilities in ordinary
(Complete stock)
The woman also was charged with people,
Good selection of records moreland as deputy.
—Harry Emerson Fosdick
Q. What admissions are tlixable? public Intoxication.

-events

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

WARD'S
MTJSIC SHOP
RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi

ficers was Eddie Lunn of Nashville, director of extension
for the Valley district.
The joint installation of officers
for the two clubs was decided on
because the Union City club had a
part in bringing about the organization of the South Fulton-Fulton
Civitan club.
Going in as the new president
for the Union City club is Tom
Latimer succeeding Paul Russell.
The highlight of the meeting
will be the naming of Mr. Civitan
for 1959-60.

Bethel Is Deputy
Sheriff In Fulton

The officers for the new South
Fulton-Fulton club are: President,
John Simmrell; vice president,
Oden Fowler; secretary. Lester
Betty; treasurer, L. A. Simpson;
sergeant-at-arms, A. W. Green;
chaplain, the Rev. Hulon B. Allen. New directors are: Chuck
Beard, Wendell Butts and T. J.
Easterwood.

Hospital beds
Baby beds
RoIl-away beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 103
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FARM LOANS
Long Terms-Easy Payments

pkg.
L & M GLAisirE
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s4In

BRING IN YOUR COUPON FOR YOUR 4 Pc. SET OF MISTY
PINE DINNERWARE:

FARM INSURANCE

son
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on LP and 46 ppm
Mail orders.—Snecial orders

WE RENT - - - -

fa
kill

TEA
Hunt's Tomato Puree 21Lb.Cans25c

39c in3BIscociziC.1:iN 2k

Libby's Beef Stew

24 Oz. - -4k

PICNICS 6To8Lb. lb.25C _ win

in.
•
who
pa
good

_ BALMS U-TOTE-E)1 _

Crop& buildings,
vehicles. ete.

FOR 25 num
GOOD
STAMPS WITH PURCHASE OF ONE

COUPON

Atkins, Holman
and Taylor

For The

BEST
and

206 -Main St.

CLEANEST

buy it at

EXCHANGE
Furniture Company
Fulton
Church Street

When its

Real Estate in Fulton
— see —
CHARLES W.BURROW
Phone 61

309 Walnut

'arm Loans
Conventional Loans
FHA Loans
—The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all times

FLOWERS
For Every Occasion
HALLMARK greeting Cards
RYTEX "Personalism?'
Stationery

Scott's Floral Shoppe
Phone 20-J

Fulton

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

GILLUM I
I TRANSFER CO. I

49c
Bacon Lb. - -Thick- Sliced
TOPPY FAMILY STYLE
Bacon 2 Lb. - - 8k
COUNTRY STYLE
Sausage 3Lbs. - - 89c
SWIFTS PICKLE &
Pimento Loaf 36oz.pkgs89c

Pork Cutlets Lb. - - 69c
Steak Pork Lb. - -4k
Ground Beef Lb.- - 4k
PORK LOIN

Wade Furniture Co.
Fulton. Ky.

FOLGER'S OR
MAXWELL HOUSE
With Coupon & A $5.00
Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco

COFFEE

Mortons Chicken. Beef. Turkey

PIES

20 CU. FOOT CHEST
OR UPRIGHT $278.88

3 8oz.

69c
35c

, LEMONADE

Wade Furniture Co.
Lake St.

Fulton. Ky.

HOUSE

Wick Smith Agency
CALL 62 — 11111

ONLY - - $26.50

Wade Furniture Co.
Lake St.

Fulton, Ky.

GOOD

FOR

STAMPS

WITH

PURCHASE

FIZZ
OF

_ ONE HICKORY SMOKED.

OTT:

74c

TIDE Qt.
Ot. 10c OFF

5Ic

Pen, Size 3c OFF

Swift Special Pak

ICE CREAM
OFFER
Details on
Flagged
5 lb. sack

49c

IVORY SOAP 5 For _ _ 33c

FREE your choice 1 Lb. Coffee
see Betty Crocker Display for
Details - - - Betty Crocker

PURCHASE OF $10.00
ORE ENTITLES YOU
EDEEM THE COUPON 0
00 FREE STAMPS AND
OFFEE COUPON REQ
$5.00 PURCHASE. A
ASE OF $15.011 or MO
ENTITLES YOU TO RED
COUPONS: 1041
TAMPS & I LEL OF CO

3 Cans

BISCUITS

BLUE PLATE

Cake Mix w,y, d.3for $1.00

Mayonnaise at. - 4k
LEMONS Juicy,Sunkist Doz. - - 29c
Home - Grown Green

FANCY

COUPON GOOD FOR 50 STAMPS
WITH l'KE PURCHASE OF 5 LBS.

GOLD MEDAL FLOUR
COUPON EXPIRES JULY 16

Ea. 5c

U-TOTE-EM
_ RALPHS
OR MAXWELL HOUSE

_ RALPHS U-TOTE-EM
FOR

59c

100 FREE STAMPS

FOLGERS

COFFEE

LB.

WITH 'TH18 COUPON & A $5.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE AT RALPH'S.
EXCLUDING TOBACCO
COUPON EXPIRES JULY 11
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PUFFIN SWEET MILK OR BUTTER MILK

Bananas Lb. lec Peppers Ea. 5c 1 Cokes

_ RALPHS U-TOTE-EM _

SHO
is th
ton.
4 I 1,
Fel

COUNTRY HAM

FISH STICKS 2 Itoz.

SAVE MONEY

Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few minutes, and coverage is effective immediately.

16e

COUPON

Sc OFF

GOLDEN RIPE

Buy Auto Insurance on HOT? SEE WADE
Our 3-PAY PLAN
in 3 MOS.
40% DOWN. 21%moN"rns
20 INCH - 3 SPEED
39% In 6
carrying
No Interest. No
WINDOW FANS
Charges.

_ BALMS U-TOTE-E14 _

lb. 59c

MR.CLEAN._ _ _ _ _

Booth's Cooked

ICE CREAM Pt. _ _ _ 35c

V1NYAL PLASTIC
$1.10 PER SQ. YARD

WHOLE OR CUTUP

3 6 oz. Cans

Libby's

41111111•11MMOI•

NEW FLOORING
SEE WADE

PREM. FRYER

'TILL OUR FREEZER" SALE
WHOLE OR RIB HALF
Cut & Wra • • for Horne Freezer

HAVE FREEZER
WILL SELL

Lake St.

SWIFT PREMIUM SLICED

Phone 5

eimmmw

USED FURNITURE

SWiFT REMIUM
PicnicPs6 to 8 lb. Avg.YCOOKEDic

-

COUPON GOOD

WITH $10.06 PURCHASE OR MORE
AT RALPH'S. EXCLUDING TOBACCO
COUPON EXPIRES JULY 16
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